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Attack attracts
news coverage

Tipping off the season

By Sarah Norris
Assistant News Editor

•

The Nov. 22 attack by an unidentified male on a female student in the
parking lot of Thompson Hall excited the concern and interest of more than
the University of Puget Sound campus, drumming up attention from not
only the local The News Tribune, but KIRO Channel 7 news as well.
The attack was reported at 7:10 p.m. on Saturday night, as the student
was leaving Thompson Hall, and was reported to the Tacoma Police
Department. The incident was published in the The News Tribune on Dec.
1 and Greg Scheiderer, the News and Information Manager for the
University, received a call from KIRO TV News on Monday night from
KIRO reporter Deborah Horne.
"She wanted to verify the information and what they had, which I presume they must have gotten from The News Tribune or possibly the police
report, was correct as compared to the e-mail that went out to the campus
community," Scheiderer said. "Beyond that, she asked if I or anyone from
the University would be available to do an interview on camera that
evening. I said that we wouldn't. I didn't see what we could add to what
was already said. So I declined that."
Scheiderer said that Home was skeptical about whether the story would
be covered at all.
"At that point, she was ambivalent as to whether they were going to do
anything on the story or not," he said. "That was the last I heard until I got
in the next morning and they had already been here."
On the morning of Nov. 25, KIRO News reporter Eric Cannavaro
appeared on campus with a camera crew to cover the story, interviewing
students without the consent or knowledge of University officials. Gayle
McIntosh, Executive Director of Communications for the University, confirmed this.
"They talked to Greg on Monday evening; we didn't know when they
were going to be coming on campus ... that was a surprise to us," McIntosh
said. "Not that they need to notify us but we prefer to be there with them
when they are doing interviews."
The Office of Communications does not require that reporters notify the
University before interviewing students, but on the Office's webpage it
strongly advises it. "Journalists wishing to visit the University of Puget
Sound campus or speak with members of the administration, faculty, staff
or student body should first contact either Greg Scheiderer or Gayle
McIntosh in the Office of Communications."
KIRO reporter Cannavaro was on the scene that morning, and said that
he was continuing the story from Horne's initial report the previous
evening. "(The story) was first on at 11 p.m., so I took the story and
advanced on it," he said.
He admitted to not informing University officials before interviewing
students. "We were there at 4:30 a.m. when it is hard to make contacts,"
See KIRO, page 3
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Men's b-ball won both games of the Tip-Off Classic on Dec. 21 and 22.

Student attacked on campus
By Tyler Roush
Editor-in-Chief
A female student was assaulted in the
Thompson Hall parking lot on Saturday, Nov. 22,
providing an unsettling reminder to students
that campus safety must not be taken lightly.
The attack occurred as the student was entering her vehicle. She reported that a man
approached her from behind and pressed her
against the vehicle, and that he proceeded to turn
her around and reached one hand up her shirt.
After a brief struggle, during which the victim
kicked her attacker several times in the shins and
kneed him in the groin, the man left the parking

lot on foot heading west. The student immediately reported the incident to Security Services.
The attack occurred shortly after 7 p.m., an
unusually early time given the nature of the
assault.
"Incidents in which a student is attacked out
of the blue are rare, thankfully," Director of
Security Services Todd Badham said. "Of course,
they are certainly not taken less seriously."
Security Services responded to the incident by
sending an e-mail to the campus community on
Nov. 24 which detailed the circumstances of the
assault. The incident has since been reported to
the Tacoma Police Department, who have
See ASSAULT, page 4
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By Lipika Choundry
News Writer
An open forum was held on master planning Nov. 4 to
initiate the year long process that will be undertaken by a
master planning team which was put together this summer, and includes various students, faculty and staff members from different facets of campus life.
The forum was the first part of a three day process dedicated to developing ideas and gathering opinions on the
future goals for the University of Puget Sound.
Master planning is a consideration of the school in
terms of expected and desired growth over the period of 20
years, with a special emphasis given to what kinds of programs and buildings should be added.
The final draft of the process is set to be presented to the
Board of Trustees this May, at their last meeting of the
year.
"The master planning process was authorized by the
Board of Trustees last May. Master planning is a look at the
campus in a broader sense, and that will allow us to relate
to both the immediate and broader communities in many
new ways," Jeffrey Johnson, Assistant to the President,

said.
There are four major stages in this process, and the
forum was intended to address the first stage: the visioning session. Members of the UPS community were encouraged to attend the session to offer their ideas and suggestions as to how UPS should develop over the next 20 years.
After this initial stage is completed, the committee will
analyze the needs of the existing buildings and programs,
consider various issues and options and how to go about
addressing them, and finally they will revise the draft for
the Trustees.
In order to accurately examine the various aspects of
campus life, there are six groups participating in the
process: community master planning groups, campus
character (which includes building and landscaping
issues), athletics and recreation, campus life and housing,
off-campus opportunities in downtown Tacoma as well as
the greater Seattle area and the specifics of the learning
environment that UPS provides for its students.
An important aspect of master planning is how to distinguish UPS from its peers, not only in the Northwest but
among other nationally ranked residential liberal art colleges.

Student population is a pertinent topic, and while UPS
hopes to maintain the current student population of
around 2600 students, it is hoping that more students will
be encouraged to live on campus. In order to accomplish
this goal, new alternatives to on campus housing are being
considered — such as more theme houses and apartmentstyle living.
At least one student wonders why on-campus living is
such a focus of master planning.
"I think that wanting to raise the percentage of students
living on campus is something that reflects the desires of
the Board of Trustees and school planners, but not the actual student body," junior Mike Cuseo, who attended and
participated in the forum, said.
In the upcoming months, the master planning committees hopes to provide the student body with more opportunities to voice their opinions.
"The forward thinking is good. I think that in order to
incorporate student interests and integrate students into
the process, there needs to be more open forums that are
widely publicized, so more students can take the initiative
to be involved," Cuseo said.
Sophomore Lipika Choudhury wants to distinguish herself.
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Alcohol policy focuses on community standards
By Colleen Woodrow
News Writer
Under federal and state law, the University of Puget
Sound is required to abide by laws and regulations
regarding alcohol and drugs. The University's Alcohol
Policy, found in the annual Logger publication, distributed to students and also available from the University's
web site, goes beyond federal and state mandates out of
concern for high community standards.
"Institutionally, we need to be clear about expectations for faculty, staff and students. The policy sets a standard for conduct and allows for the University to be clear
about what the University's expectations are (for its environment)," Rosa Beth Gibson, Director of Human
Resources, said.
UPS' alcohol policy was originally written over a
decade ago in part by Gibson, and most recently revised
in 1996. It is reviewed biennially. For the current academic year, a new amendment was added to Section B,
regarding Drug Free Schools and Communities Act
Requirements. The amendment addresses the responsibility and behavior of those consuming alcohol to their community.
Through the policy, the University strives to foster a
drug and alcohol-free working and educational environment that is to be upheld by all students, faculty and staff.
The University prohibits the consumption of alcohol,

"...in any public places on University premises (including,
but not limited to, campus facilities, grounds and adjacent
streets) or in connection with a University activity."
In comparing Pacific Lutheran University's alcohol
policy with that of UPS, the policies and ideas hold many
of the same values. In large part, this is natural because of
the state and federal mandates. However, the University
is explicit in its policy regarding sanctions, should the
alcohol policy be breached by any student, staff or faculty member.
"The Puget Sound philosophy is more to set expecta
tions for community standards and expectations rather
than a list of 'thou shalts and thou shalt nots,'"Associate
Dean for Student Services Houston Dougharty said.
Staff and faculty found breaking the alcohol policy are
subject to sanctions according the Staff Policies and
Procedures Manual and the Faculty Code, respectively.
Those cases are overseen' y Gibson.
Students who violate the alcohol policy are sanctioned
under articles four and six of the Student Integrity Code.
"A majority of what we see coming through Honour
Court is underage drinking and violations of the
University's alcohol policy," junior Ted Meriam,
Chairman of the Associated Students of Puget Sound's
(ASUPS) Honour Court, said.
Cases are brought to the Honour Court via Student
Life employees like Resident Assistants and Community
Coordinators, Security Services and other students who

Ever think about writing for The Trail?
E-mail trail@ups.edu
Positions are open for next semester's staff.

report fellow students' violations.
"When a student is in violation of the alcohol policy,
what normally happens is a report is received from security services or the student life staff (RAs and CCs),"
Dougharty said.
Once the report is processed, it is investigated to examine whether violation of the alcohol policy occurred. If
such a violation has been found to occur, the student in
violation has the option of how their case will be adjudicated.
Student sanctions *vary, based on the severity of the
incident and the past history of the student. Examples of
sanctions include alcohol awareness seminars and alcohol
assessments through the University's Counseling, Health
and Wellness (CHWS) Center.
Services provided at the University's CHWS are not
just for students; alcohol and drug abuse prevention
resources are also available to faculty and staff who may
need assistance.
"The policy is effective to set universal community
standards. It calls students to abide by the policy in order
to respect others. It is not a treatment," Meriam said.
Meriam suggested that questions regarding the effectiveness of the alcohol policy should be directed towards
the sanctions that are imposed if a violation occurs rather
than the policy itself.
Sophomore Colleen Woodrow loves the leverage she has in
choosing her stone,.
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Above the sawdust-covered floor
of the Fieldhouse, the stands are littered with empty popcorn boxes and
powdered asbestos. The, sawdust is
for the Shrine Circus, and the popcorn boxes are refuse from the
crowds.
The asbestos however, is from the
ceiling, It is part of the $10.000 accoustical treatment that was supposedly finished recently. It started
falling off about two months ag , t.
Showers and clumps of the Light
grey material have fallen steadily
ever since, according to Lloyd Silver, Fieldhouse manager,
The reason for the 'falling accoustics is because the bonding agent
(Adhesive that holds the asbestos to
the ceiling) is faulty and peels o'l
the paint, taking the asbestos with
it.
The aceousticai workmen arc returning June 24 to re-do the job.
and make sure it stays up for good.

shotgun from the wall. Walking to
tii. center of the mammoth structu..- e, he fires it once. The reverberations front the blast cause all the as..,estos that is on the verge of tearing loose to rain down. The crowd
is gone before the stuff begins to
loosen up again.
Examining his shotgun, Silver said
"The asbestos is so light that it
couldn't hurt anyone if it did fall.
but it might scare them."
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Continued from page 1

Cannavaro said. "We were waiting until they would be
in (to call)."
Cannavaro was not aware of the University's request
to be present during student, faculty, administration or
staff interviews but emphasized his desire to be compassionate while interviewing students.
"(We) try to be really sensitive in the way we question.
We realize for some it is really traumatic," he said. "We
try to be really careful, assure they are safe. We also want
to know how students feel though."
Ruth Schauble was one of the students interviewed by
Deborah Home the night before Cannavaro appeared on
campus. Home approached Schauble as well as other students, in efforts to interview them on camera.
"(Home) asked if she could ask me questions. She
asked if I was taking any extra precautions on campus as
a girl and what I thought of the attack on campus,"
Schauble recounted.
While Schauble felt fine about granting Home the
interview, she noted that Home seemed anxious to get

female students to express fear on camera.
"She was extremely eager to get something out of
you," Schauble said. "She approached a couple other
friends of mine and asked if they were walking in a group
because they were afraid."
"She wanted us to answer in a way that made it seem
like we were afraid," Schauble said.
The perceived one-sided nature of Home's interview
is one reason why the Office of Communications feels it
could be a helpful mediator between students and the
press. McIntosh says he would like to have more communication with reporters before they break a story on campus.
"We can request that for their ease and convenience,
and to help them get the story, that they follow the policies, but we can't enforce that," McIntosh said. "We certainly don't want to imply that we are trying to control
the information; we are just trying to facilitate helping
them get the story. We would prefer to be with them when
they are here."

In a perfect scenario, McIntosh added that news
reporters would contact University officials to help find
students to interview and clarify information.
"Ideally, they (would) contact Greg if they had someone specific in mind that they wanted to interview...
much like the relationship we have with the News
Tribune," McIntosh emphasized. "Ideally, they would use
us as a tool to facilitate doing their job."
An article briefly describing the attack is still available
on the KIRO website, as is the video clip of Cannavaro
and two of the interviews from students.
The article, and a campus e-mail from Security
Director Todd Badham, advises students to walk in pairs
and be aware of suspicious persons. Additionally,
Security Services has a Security Escort Service to safely
accompany students at any time. Security can be reached
at ext. 3311 and should be notified of any suspicous per
on campus. Contact the Office of Communications at
ext. 3298.

Senior Sarah Norris is an IPE major.

BLP mentor introduces heart healthy cookie
By Kali Seisler
News Writer
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Many University of Puget Sound students have noticed a new cookie choice
available in the Student Union Building,
Papa Gild cookies.
These new cookies offer students the
choice of a healthy dessert, and their success has made UPS the largest seller
nationwide of Papa Gild cookies.
Papa Gild cookies, named after owner
Jim Sola's grandchildren's pronunciation
of "Grandfather I want a cookie," actually
began with the help of UPS students.
Sola is a mentor in the Business
Leadership Program, recently earning
himself the title Mentor of the Year.
Students in the Business Leadership
Program, acting as his advisees, have
helped him along since the start-up of his
corporation last spring.
Students have done tasks such as
researching how to form a limited liability
corporation, devising how to trademark

Papa Gild and formulating ways to market
the actual cookie.
Students were even there to help make
the first commercial batch at BunsMaster
Bakery last spring. Since then, the cookie
has become available at companies and
stores such as Weyerhaeuser, Capitol One,
the Wilshire Grand Hotel in Los Angeles
and The Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center in Seattle, among others.
Despite the assistance from students,
the idea of the "healthy hearty cookie"
was Sola's alone and inspired by the loss
of his father at a very young age.
"The idea of the cookie began for a few
reasons. My father's early death at age 39
from heart disease and my brother's
quadruple bypass at age 45 made me realize I didn't want to end up in that position," Sola said.
He wanted to have healthy eating
habits and prevent heart disease in not
only himself, but others as well. However,
it was not until his retirement from
Weyerhaeuser and the birth of his twin

grandchildren that he developed the actual cookie.
Sola wanted his grandchildren to be
able to enjoy cookies and not have to consume the trans-fatty adds found in other
cookies. So he made the Papa Gild Heart
Healthy Whole Grain Cookie.
The cookie's signature claim is that
there are no unhealthy saturated fats, no
trans-fat, no partially hydrogenated fat, no
cholesterol, less sugar and no refined
flours.
"The saturated fats in the cookie come
from the coconut which is actually a medium chain saturated fat, which cannot be
stored in the body as fat, but is immediately used in the body as energy" Sola
said. "There is also saturated fat in the
chocolate, but it is stearic add, a natural
fatty add which does not increase cholesterol."
The cookies also use ground flax seed
containing Omega 3 fats, which The
American Heart Association labels as a fat
supporting heart health.

In spite of all these healthy ingredients,
a most important factor to students is the
great taste. Sophomore cross country runner Chelsea Bell is a big fan of the cookies.
"I'm a healthy eater but I often feel like
it's hard to find healthy food that tastes
good. These cookies are an exception.
They taste great," said Bell.
Director of Dining and Conference
Services Bruce Bechtle noted that there are
negatives, as well as positives, to the cookie.
"This cookie has some health benefits,
which is always good, but as with all
things it comes down to choice. If you are
watching calorie intake and want this
cookie as a dessert it may not be the choice
for you," he said. "If you want the heart
healthy benefit of Omegas then maybe it is
a good choice for you."
For this reason Sola currently has plans
to debut a new sugar-free, low calorie,
health hearty cookie in December.

Sophomore Kali Seisler plans on leaving
heart-healthy Papa Giki cookies out for Santa.
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Visions of bumblebees dance in two professors' heads
By Rachel Hynes

News Writer
Sitting in Robin Foster's office, her interest in bees is
immediately apparent — an Anne Geddes photograph of
babies in bee costumes looks down over the room and a
string of bee shaped lights wraps around a pipe running
down the wall.
An Associate Professor in the Psychology department,
she is collaborating with Associate Professor Sue
Hannaford of the Biology department to study the brain
anatomy of bumblebees. This current pursuit is supported by Foster's fifteen years of examining bees, research
that recently has focused on the causes of social division of
labor and whether the effects of learning are reversible or
irreversible.
This is the first time Professor Hannaford has worked
with bumblebees, but she did her graduate work in neurobiology and while in Arizona doing post-doctoral work,
she gained experience dissecting the brains of moths.
In the summer of 2002, they paired their expertise to
research whether the differences in the social division of
labor would be reflected in the brains of those bees, specifically in the area known as the mushroom body, which is
involved in learning and memory.
They begin their research by gathering queen bees and
nurturing the growth of a colony within their lab. When
there are enough workers to support the colony, they are
released and allowed to forage on campus. Each bee has
•

its own color tag, which makes it easy to track behavior.
Recording the activity of each bee enables them to see
which bees are the most active and see which job they specialize in. The brains are dissected from the most active
bees for further examination.
And yes, the brains are very small; Hannaford likens
their size to that of a grain of barley one would find in vegetable soup. Initially it took them almost an hour to extract
the brain, but Hannaford says they now can do it in about
two minutes.
After the extraction, they cut the brains under a microscope into one hundred pieces and then put each section
through a series of tissue dyes. This separates the cell bodies, comprised mostly of neurons, from the tracts, which
are clusters of fibers that transmit projections to neurons
located in other areas of the brain. The cell bodies become
purple and the tracks become blue. The sections are then
photographed and loaded onto the computer where imaging software is used to measure the areas of the brain,
showing which areas are more developed.
Similar research had been done on honeybees, which
are as Foster describes them, "the lab rats of the insect
world," but Foster and Hannaford find bumblebees a better subject as they exhibit more flexibility in the job they
perform.
As even just the basic research on the structure of
bumblebee brain is new, Foster and Hannaford first need
to publish these findings. In January they, along with students Amelia Sattler and Joy Gibson, will attend a confer-

continued from page 1

ASSAULT
assigned a detective to the case.
"I've communicated with a detective (with TPD) who
has been assigned to the case," Badham said. "They've
received a phone call from a non-University member who
learned of the incident on the news."
There was no indication that the 'information from the
phone call might lead to the identification of a suspect, and
Security Services could not specify whether or not the
attacker was a University student.
Badham is hopeful that the incident will remind students that private safety is of public concern.
"It's important for students to take responsibility for
student safety, which is not to say that a victim might be at
fault for an assault, but that (Security Services) needs help
(in protecting against future assaults)," Badham said. "It's
not realistic for us to question everyone walking across
campus at 7 p.m., and it's not the kind of atmosphere the
university would like on campus."
Badham also emphasized that crime prevention begins

•

•
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BUSY AS A BEE
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Psychology professor Robin Foster is

•

studying the brains of bumblebees.
ence of the Society for Integrative and Comparative
Biology in New Orleans, where they will be presenting
that data. This summer they plan to do another phase of
research.
Both Foster and Hannaford praise the interactive and
hands-on research environment offered by a small liberal
arts school like UPS.
"Research by itself is a very selfish endeavor," Foster
said. "Having students involved in my research motivates
my work."
•

Junior Rachel Hynes once ate a bumblebee brain.

Face of the Trail

with awareness.
"We take care to always remind people about our escort
service and to take extra measures to ensure personal and
property safety," he said.
In her report to Security Services, the student described
her attacker as white and in his twenties with a medium
build. He stood 6'1" tall and wore a dark baseball cap, a
large quilted jacket, whitewashed baggy jeans and light
colored tennis shoes. He had no facial hair, a chiseled jaw
with a large Adam's apple and short, chewed finger nails.
The student also noted that his breath smelled like alcohol.
Anyone with information regarding the incident should
contact Security Services at 879-3311, or extension 3311 oncampus.
In the meantime, it is important not to let fear govern
the campus community.
"Hopefully this was an isolated incident," Badham said.
"But we're doing our best to be observant."

Senior Tyler Roush is majoring in Creative Writing.
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
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NO COVER CHARGE!
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2803 6th Ave.
Tacoma WA
(253) 396-9169

EVERY THURSDAY

Monday-Thursday* with valid/current Student ID!

*Excludes Special Events

Fri. Dec 5: Girls Night Out! Justin Black 9pm. The Dre Allen
Project featuring Dawn Robinson from En Vogue and Lucy
Pearl 9:30 pm
Sat. Dec 6: Duffy Bishop Band 9:15pm.
Sun. Dec 7: ALL AGES! Tacoma Schools of the Arts Jazz
Improv class $5 3:30-5:OOpm. Vicci Martinez Band featuring
Sue Orfield-only $5 for students!
Mon. Dec 8: ALL AGES! Acoustic Open Mic: Sign-ups at
6:30pm. No cover!
Tue. Dec 9: $2.50 pitchers 8:00-10:OOpm!
Wed. Dec 10: Guitar Center Pro Jam with Special Guest Korla
Wygal-open to all genres. $3/performing musicians free.
Thur. Dec 11: NEW LIVE MUSIC! Tea Leaf Green (Jam rock
from San Francisco) Only $5.
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Lactic College Night!

$2 WELLS (Ladies)
$3 DRAFTS (Ladies)
EVERY TUESDAY
$2.50 PITCHERS
8pm-lOpm

Now servingPBR!
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For more information
check us out on the web at:

Jazzbones.com!
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Christmas for sale
BUSH'S PARDON]

By Kim Racine

Opinions Writer
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racine
outta
here

With Christmas just around
the corner, haunting Santa
images are everywhere, annoying jingles for advertisements
play endlessly, and colorful decorations and candy to entice children sit in every window. Don't get me
wrong, I love the holiday spirit, but sometimes it's upsetting to see what
a materialistic monster our society has become. I agree that Christmas is
a positive thing for people; it gives us a good excuse to spend time with
family, give to others and to just feel good about ourselves. Some might
say the religious background for this holiday season is lost and that
Christmas, Chanukah, Kwanzaa, Festivus and the New Year have become
a time for people to shop and spend money. What these critics are forgetting is that Santa and Chanukah Harry are joyous symbols to the youth of
our country and they get people involved. These two fictitious figures
generate a fun giving atmosphere and make children happy, while allowing parents to partake in creative infantile activities.
My problem with this time of year is the companies that thrive off of
the "holiday happy people." The buying and receiving of gifts becomes
the main focus of the holiday season and this reflects the materialism that
society pushes on us. Just think of the last time you purchased an item.
Did you really need it, or did you buy it just because? I can't say that I
haven't done that. Most people do. We crave to buy and desire to look
good. Our self-images are revealed by our appearances and we want
everyone to know how special we are. But it's when people start to have
the urge to have the perfect clothes and pretty "things," that they become
more obsessed with money than with life and forget what is really important. I know it depends on your morals, but most people would say that
their friends and family are the most important to them. These interhuman relationships are substantial and meaningful in everyday life. It's
natural for people to become used to having good relationships, but perhaps the materialistic people find that having good friends and a supporting family isn't enough. What kind of society are we living in, when
people begin to take their health and love for granted? Maybe it's human
nature to constantly desire more, but maybe it's just cultural.
The movie "Fight Club" helps one realize that life isn't about the
things you own. Brad Pitt's character says, "We are consumers ... The
things you own end up owning you." Don't let this be you. Who cares if
you don't get the matching pink pea coat and purse, your life will go on,
and will probably be better without them. The semi-popular image of
being happy without being materialistic has also spread into the music
industry. Sheryl Crow sings, "It's not having what you want, it's wanting
what you got."
So be happy with what you have and who you are and the friends and
family that love you. Show your appreciation with gifts and hugs, but
don't let your things own you. Shopping is good for the economy and
businesses, but perhaps this year, you should try giving to charities or
helping others with less holiday spirit. Have fun with your family and
friends and do the traditional festivities, but just remember what it's all
really about. It's the end of one year and the beginning of another; there's
no reason why you shouldn't try to do something new.
Santa will be visiting senior Kim Racine's stocking this year.
,
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Letters to the

Editor
Cartoon trivialtze€ death
To the Editor:
I have spent a week trying to figure out the
point of Asia Wright's political cartoon in the
Nov. 21 issue of the Trail. After talking with many
people, including those who participated in the
Nov. 16 SOA demonstration (the target of the cartoon), this is the only message I can possibly
glean: it would be tunny/ironic if a protester
died in a protest where crosses are the main
image.
do not see any humor or irony in this message. I am frankly appalled by it. It is not simply
because the cartoon makes a mockery of the hundreds of thousands of victims of SOA graduates,
all represented by crosses that the protesters carried. The cartoon makes a mockery of all political
and social movements, attempting to belittle the
toil and sacrifice that goes into activism.
Deaths are not an anomaly at political demonstrations; they are frighteningly common: There
was Tiananrnen Square in China, where protesters died horn brute military force, There was

Rachel Collie of the International -Solidarity,
Movement, who was run ewer by a bulldozer in

thoughts that protesters 'have it easy' here,
American dissidents have always met with
threats on their lives. It is more than just Kent
State. The marchers in the Civil Rights Movement
knew the fire hose. FTAA protesters in Miami
knew pepper spray and rubber bullets. Peace
advocates know government blacklists. The list
goes on. It is incredible that people accept these
risks. It is incredible that activism happens at all.
I wonder if Ms. Wright went to observe the
SOA protest on Nov. 16. It would seem fitting
homework before making a judgment call. If this
was not the case, I wish to state what I know to be
true. It is this:
Considering the relative obscurity the School
of Americas enjoys today, the people who have
dedicated themselves to closing it — whether in
the right or the wrong — are forced to know the
issue like the back of their hand, argue it competently, campaign, organize and somehow incite
the public to action. Prior to No 16, the people
of Tacoma did just that. They put in hundreds of
hours, petitioned and repetitioned, sacrificed
their Friday nights, did everything and anything
imaginable to make the demonstration a success.
I wish Ms. Wright could have seen this; I wish she
could have developed the respect I now have for
the organizers and participants. I hope that the
Trail staff will continue to push beyond preconceived notions and into the realm of understanding, into an appreciation of political movements
and the dedicated people that make them work.
—Steve Larson, junior

Editors Note: The Trail's weekly cartoon is decided

an by the editorial staff at our editor's meeting each

Sea-Tac efficiency over the
Thanksgiving holiday.

The UPS plague.
Men's basketball averaging 110
points a game.

•

Monday.

Like something you read in the trail?
Read something you disagree with?
Don't like the cartoon?

Let your voice be heard
Post-Thanksgiving stress.
Monday, Dec. 8 to be in the last issue of
the semester.

Submit letters to the Editor by

•

Writers who meet their
deadlines.
Working on Thanksgiving.

EditorighAwy: Colanuis do not necessarily represent the opinions of, l'he Trail. The "Trail encourages all readers to
respond Si articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board, The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone mintier, should contain fewer than aoo words, and are due
on r than 5 p.m_ on Mondays. Letters may be +e-mailed to trail4ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus
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More artwork, exotic plants not what UPS needs
By Aurea Astro

Opinions Writer
I'm troubled by the possibility of missing the boat of money, power and leverage
into the white-collar community by attending this university. I don't care what you
tree-hugging sissies say, those who change
the world are not, 'I say not, the volunteers
at the local homeless shelter downtown or
the homemakers of America. The movers
and shakers of this planet are, much to
your chagrin, the white man kissing patriarchy on the lips and accruing a considerable nest egg through his overpaid and
under-worked position in corporate
America. This nest egg can then be used to
support communal philanthropy by creating a nonprofit foundation and enjoying
the tax write-off. A preoccupation with
personal progression will elicit communal
altruism, just as Adam Smith, the 18th century economist our market is founded on,
projected it would. And yet, this is not the
ethos our university encourages, or even a
philosophy it's willing to acknowledge.
No, UPS is all about its Diversity Theme
Year, the Peace Corps and boasting its
comparably high degree of student volunteerism. It does not attract students by
providing a competitive edge in those
skills the market will actually reward. We
diversify rather than specialize, and we
philosophize rather than instill applicable
skills. For these reasons I am highly concerned about my ability to become any

wants
more
booty
more than a paper-shoveling pencil neck
for the rest of my life.
The only surefire means of achieving a
position to make socially beneficial
changes, to really have the authority and
financial leverage to influence the community around us, is by adopting the "I-atemy-grandmother-for-breakfast" type of
attitude that elevates us to a status of
power and prestige. And that, in turn,
comes from recognizing what the market
rewards — i.e. computer skills, financial
acumen, a specialization and technical
familiarity that secures a profitable career
within the upper-crust of society. Only
then will we have the freedom to pursue
the soul-food so inherent within the UPS
spirit.
I went to the "Future of UPS" discussion and the majority of it was spent,
appallingly, on how to provide a more
inviting place for musicians, enhance campus aesthetics with the new science building and make the sidewalks conducive to
visitors. Overt concern with such trivial
matters is not the way to become the
"Harvard of the West." Or has the administration finally ditched that pie-in-the-sky

Online

aspiration? Including local artwork and
exotic vegetation around this new science
building will not change the fact that the
majority of our pre-med graduates do not
get into the medical school of their choice.
Including more music double-majors in
the Business Leadership Program, as advocated by the director, will certainly not
increase the credibility of our infamously
cushy Business Department. The accolades of the Math Department are rarely
recognized. Calculus 121 will not prepare
you for a major in physics or economics,
and finance isn't even offered as a major.
However, we do facilitate life-long friendships and have a nationally recognized
dining service.
If I was running the show, I'd change
the theme year from "Diversity" to
"Globalization"; use the English and
Sociology Departments to safely isolate
any philosophizing on poverty and
minorities; and beef up our Computer
Science, Math and Business Departments.
Do this for thirty years and I can guarantee
a rise in alumni donations. Those that
fight the natural progression of society can
still search for their souls in the Philosophy
Department while the rest of us adequately prepare for the rough road ahead.
No my friends, if you expect success
upon graduation, it's going to take a hell of
a lot more than your B.A. (the wussy
equivalent of a B.S) in
NobodyGivesADamn from a middle-ofthe-road university. Ninety-nine percent

of us are nothing more than faceless minnows in a sea of beastly sharks, and the
UPS bubble perpetuates our delusion that
we matter.
Those that specialize in fields of importance (math, science, business) will be
important. They will be the ones sipping
fine wine, yachting, and enjoying the company of other movers and shakers while
the rest of us look longingly by. I encourage students to recognize at some point as
undergrads, our roads will diverge in a
yellow wood (to quote Robert Frost), but
we must choose the one most traveled by
(and disagree with him), because we will
all learn in a few years that money is the
most important thing on the face of this
planet and the unconventional are a lost
cause. The importance of your GPA and
coursework is extremely underestimated
at UPS. The philosophy behind a diverse,
liberal arts education will not get you a
white-picket fence and smooth-running
automobile. It will make you conscious of
the community and provide a fabulously
enlightening college experience, as well as
arguably the best time of your life. For this
reason, the liberal arts theory needs to be
appreciated, but not adopted. Ask yourself now whether you want the best time of
your life constrained to those four years
preceding adulthood, or adulthood itself,
because the current campus mentality furthers the former.

Senior Aurea Astro is bitter about math,
men and her current socio-economic status.
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Last week's poll: What is your favorite
rainy day activity?

What are you doing for Reading Period?
Reading.
Defragmenting.
Writing bad poetry and staring out the
window.
Attending assorted social functions.

Homework. 5%
Movies. 24%
Strip solitaire. 29%
Dancing in the rain. 16%
Throwing mud at passing cars

26,%
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Another modest mission
U.S. must not let China
dominate the moon
By Michael Allen

Opinions Writer

a

•

In October, China undertook one
giant leap to close the 50 year gap in the space race that the
United States and Russia started at the tail end of the
1950s. China will soon catch up with the United States as
it plans to put its first person on the moon by 2010; nothing so seemingly abstract and potentially pointless threatens American world primacy as much as this trek for
domination of space.
After many decades of budget cuts and the recent
Columbia disaster, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has come under heavy criticism
by the Democrats and Republicans; both parties are vying
to find a purpose for the agency in the post-Cold War era.
Yet, recent developments by the Chinese should give
NASA a clear purpose — the defense of American interests abroad. However, with a small budget, this might be
hard.
The next stage in U.S. power projection is the militarization of and dominance over space. The Reagan brainchild "Star Wars," later manifested itself in the Clinton
project known as the National Missile Defense (NMD).
Though its construction was delayed, the NMD has come
back to the forefront of military defense and is touted by
the Bush Administration. The idea behind the project is to
build a weapons theater to intercept incoming enemy missiles and destroy them before they reach American soil.
Besides the cost, the technical fallacies the project is based
on, the failed tests, the international relations catastrophe
it caused, the treaty broken by its development, the

encouragement of terrorist-like tactics, and the new arms race it will proquixotic
voke, the only probleM with the NMD
is that missiles fired from outer-space
knight
will get through its shield undetected.
errant
The Chinese expansion into space is an
obvious threat to our protection as
they will be able to sidestep American
defensive capabilities.
Hegemonic dominance over outer space and vigilant
control over the stratosphere are necessary to the United
States as it is the sole world power. The only way to keep
our position in the world firm would be to continue the
aggressive militarization of space to the exclusion of
potential rival powers. All peaceful attempts to share the
area have failed as most projects (take the International
Space Station as an example) are dumped by other countries and the American tax-payer is forced to pick up the
burden. We ought to abandon these projects and reinitiate
a drive towards worthy projects such as NASA to establish control immediately outside of the Earth.
The United States must act quickly to ensure long term
control over these areas and prevent such vital military
and economic resources, such as the moon, from falling
into communist hands. Also, establishing a firm presence
in space could potentially alleviate fears of terrorism as
American society expands outward and beyond the reach
of potential threats. -Seeing this as the best refuge of
America is why it is essential that the United States
embarks on this arduous task and prevents other countries from closing this essential 50 year lead. It is the patriotic duty of UPS students to enroll in Physics 101 and
progress the scientific knowledge of space our country
holds.
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What motto do
you live by?

"Live life to its
fullest."
Chris Wiess
Junior

"I am a muffin."
Jake Groshong
Senior

Junior Michael Allen sometimes acts like he is from the
moon.

Community standards don't measure up
By Nicole Liuzzi

Opinions Writer
1.

4

There is something to be said for a
community that can effectively govern
itself. An environment in which the
population creates standards for its
own behavior; a populace that actually upholds the standards it sets for itself. These communities are the ideal, they are what all societies strive to
achieve.
I have come to the conclusion that a college dorm is not
one of those communities. As I prepared myself for college this summer I thought of many things that would
soon be a part of my life: checking the dryers in the laundry room every ten minutes to give the person who has
their clothes in there now a chance to move them before I
can start drying my own clothes, a bathroom void of any
toiletries, quiet hours, bringing my trays and dishes back
to the SUB...or not. Community standards caught me
completely by surprise, and I have to admit, I was excited
that I would have some say in the policies that I would
have to abide by within my dorm. As the semester has
progressed, I have become increasingly disenchanted with
these policies and their benefits.
Among all the guidelines my hall has chosen to implement on itself, "quiet hours" are undoubtedly my
favorite. As a group, we decided that 11 p.m. on weekdays and 1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday were reasonable
hours to assume that people would be asleep, or relaxing,
and be quiet in the halls. It would be reasonable to assume
that, because the same people who created this policy live
by it, the hallways would be more or less quiet during
"quiet hours." I only wish it worked that way. I find that
more often than not there is eventually some person or
group of people who think socializing in the hallway right
outside my room at 3 a.m. sounds like a blast. Who would
be asleep at that early hour, right? Call me a stick in the
mud, a party pooper, an old fart, but I like to be asleep at
3 a.m. I get cranky if I don't get enough sleep. So why is it
that I like "quiet hours" again? Oh, that's right: it gives me
permission to jump out of my bed (that is lofted almost six
feet in the air), stumble through the dark straight into my
desk chair and yell at whoever is in the hallway talking on
their cell phone because they woke me up. I really love
doing that.
My second favorite community standard? Why, that
would be those guidelines that apply to the kitchen and
the dirty dishes that live there. You see, according to our
community standards, there really should not be any
dirty dishes residing in the sinks and on the counters of
our kitchen. Somehow, they are there anyway. It seems to
me that someone who will leave their dirty, food-encrusted plate in a common area that other people have to use
for months at a time needs a whole lot more than a flimsy
community standard to clean up their act. Yet, a conunu-

•

nity standard is all we have. (What we
really need is some air freshener —
the
those kitchens reek.)
All in all, community standards —
cat's
though a novel idea are a lame
meow
replacement for rules. There is no
punishment for violating a community standard, and because of this, people fail to respect them. As far as I can tell, the biggest
motive behind community standards is to rob us of our
right to complain about the regulations — after all, we
came up with them ourselves.

"What wouldn't I
live by?"
Travis Lizote
Sophomore

•

Freshman Nicole Liuzzi always takes her dishes back to the
SUB.

Have something to say?
Want someone to listen?
Submit guest columns to
trailops@ups.edu

"What keeps you
going isn't a fine
destination but
just the road
you're on, and the
feet that you know
how to drive."
Sarah Garcia
Senior

THE

"Just keep swimming."
Spencer Cushing
Junior

RR

Monday-Thursday

11am-12am
11am-lam
12pm-1am
12pm-12am

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Monday Night Football Special
Buy one 16" pizza and get a
FREE 2-liter Coke product*
Thursday Friends Special
Buy a 12" pizza and get a
FREE bowl of ice cream*

"Muffins always
make your day better."
Kara Christianson

Sophomore

-

'offers valid only during Monday Night Football game and
the Friends show hour.Senor Felix's Black bean and jack
cheese

The Campus Pulse is by Kat Griffin who lives by the
motto of laughing and turning cartwheels,
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Rabbits
As
maintained
by
www.worldanimal.net , during the Draize
Eye Test substances are dropped into the
eyes of albino rabbits. 100 milligrams of concentrated solution are poured into the eyes
of 6-9 conscious rabbits. Normally, the rabbits are immobilized in stocks. Their eyes
are often held open and many rabbits die trying to free themselves. The damage to the
rabbit's eye is recorded at intervals for over
an average period of seventy-two hours with
the actual testing possibly lasting seven to
eighteen days
(www.louisville.edu / —jrthom05 / draizetest.
htm).

Dogs and Cats
Dogs and cats combined comprise less
than of a percent of all lab animals used in
research today. Dogs are one of the few animals to suffer from narcolepsy. After years of
research, scientists have found the gene for
narcolepsy in dogs; treating this will provide
new insights into the treatment of human
neurological disorders. On a small
scale, cats are used in HIV
research; the feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is a comparable model to its
human counterpart
HIV
(www.fbreaserch.org).

Killing in the name of vanity
Cosmetic companies use of animals in
product research is a debate of ethics
By Sam Richardson

Features Writer
One of the most controversial issues surronding animal rights involves their use as test subjects for cosmetic
products. The specific issue of animals being used as test
subjects for cosmetic research and development is seemingly much more one-sided then the serious overarching
issue involving drug research. Whereas pharmaceutical
companies may save time, and thus lives, in the application of animals as test subjects, cosmetic companies do not
share this ethical dilemma. Because of this lack of necessity, animal rights groups, such as PETA (People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals) have come down harder on
non-pharmaceutical companies that use animals in their
research. Companies that continue to test their products
on animals do so for reasons which are hard to pinpoint.
A recent article on PETA's website describes this resistance to change as due to the fact that "companies (who)
continue to blind and poison animals do so simply
because they have always done
so and don't have the
vision to try a new and
better
way "
One
.

argument companies use to defend their methods is that
the more testing they perform, the more hard evidence
they maintain in lawsuits that may be directed at their
products, although this claim remains unsubstantiated.
Alternative methods to these cosmetic tests on animals
have been developed and have been successfully utilized
by a number of the over 500 companies. This is due to a
"cruelty-free" agreement which PETA spearheaded in the
early 1990s. These alternatives have been hailed as cheaper, faster and able to provide more accurate information.
They include human skin cell cultures, which can be
grown and react exactly like typical human skin in skin
irritancy tests. Eye irritancy can be measured with the
help of human eye banks which provide corneas for product testing. In addition to using human cells as alternatives, organic plant matter has also proven to be a safe and
effective way to measure the reactions of cosmetic products on matter which is similar in composition to human
tissues.
The image of the rabbit locked up in the Nalgene
restraining product, which has undoubtedly been seen
across campus by many students, is being prepared for
the "Draize test." This procedure is generally used on
rabbits, and its main purpose is to test the reaction of
some cosmetic product with the eye of the rabbit. This
often blinds the rabbit. However, because ,of the different
nature of the eye of a rabbit than that of a human, many
products which harm a rabbit are still marketed to consumers. Another popular test is known as the "LD50" or
Lethal Dose 50 test, developed in 1927. This test is performed on a variety of animal test subjects. In this test,
substances are force fed to animals until fifty percent of
the test subjects die. This test can be administered orally, intravenously, or pumped through the stomach. The
skin penetration test is a test which tests the degree to
which certain products and chemicals penetrate the
skin of an animal. The phototoxicity and
photosensation test measure the
level of reaction light has with
certain chemicals on the skin of
guinea pigs, rabbits and other
animals.
-

Sam Richardson wonders what a
monkey with lipstick on would look
like.

Non-human
Primates
On the Humane Society of the
United States' webpage
(www.hsus.org), the term "nonhuman primates" or NHPs include
monkeys (primarily the rhesus
macaque), apes, prosimians and
chimpanzees. These animals are
used in drug testing, HIV, malaria
and respiratory virus research and
vaccine testing. Chimpaniees are
primarily used for hepatitis
research while monkeys are commonly used in HIV research.
According to www.fbresearch.org ,
only 0.24% of American lab animals
are NHPs or Non Human Primates.
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U.S. animal r
By Justine Bowen-Jones
Features Writer

Over the past few decades the federal government has in
for animal testing in order to protect both humans and anir
The Animal Welfare Act, passed in 1966, allows onlyjuii
bits, dogs, cats, non-human primates, marine mammals, far
biomedical research and warm-blooded lid animals to
research. Birds, Rats and Mice are n
The Act man
all co
species used to
inspects each fa
USDA, more
changes, then the
In 1885 an a
Institutional Ani
review and approve all iiiiiceduitiTinvotintig animal
place and to inspect each facility biannually.
The government also established a set of principles irk:
order to conduct tests on animals. The Principles state
be relevant to human or animal health; the minimum
obtain valid results; alternatives to animals must be coal
avoided or minimized; living conditions for animals must
research scientists and those caring for the animals mustbe
In 1985 the government passed the Health Research Ext
all facilities receiving federal funding for research. Thi
Welfare Act, but allows birds, rats and mice to be used Art
tutions that are funded by the government.
In 1965 the American Association for Accreditation
(AAALAC) was founded by a group of scientists. AAALAC
for facilities using animal testing, often times exceeding the
eminent.
In addition, the regulations established by the various a
agencies use animals testing to pass several regulation.°
hazardous materials.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), for example,
conducted on animals for all prescription and over-the- o
tested on humans.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) uses data fi
stances in the environment that could be dangerous to boil
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) 'up
ing to identify risks to consumers from household product:
The Occupational Safety and Heath Administration (OE
regulations to protect workers it the work place.

I
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Freshman Justine Bowan-Jones was thrilled to see
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Mice and
Rats

__
iii

According
to
the
Foundation for Biomedical
Research (www.fbresearch.org ), rats and mice
make up approximately
95% of all lab animals. Rats
have a genetic makeup similar to the genetics of
humans. Rats and mice
have been bread with genetic alterations that mimic
human diseases such as
Alzheimer's disease and
Cystic Fibrosis, allowing for
scientific study and treatment.

For more information
alternatives
l ri
w tf i
- ing, visit the John Ho pkins Center
gf
Alternatives to
Animal Testing at http
,piihs.eadmu!vm
has a Plan B

fights
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The animals behind your prescription drugs
Animal testing has been a necessity for
the creation of new pharmaceuticals
By Mike Jerman
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Human Clinical Trials
This method obviously offers the most accurate results
but faces the strongest amount of governmental legislation.
Still, animal rights activists are attempting to lessen the
rules surrounding human testing in order to allow tests at
earlier stages in the product approval process. Using this
approach to testing along Wi th computer software gives
•
elitists assurances that the sub stance
harmful
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A concerted effort is being made by scientists to develop
and expand pre-existing databases in the animal testing
community so that replication of an already completed
experiment does not occur. Enhanced communication on
the part of pharmaceutical and cosmetic communities will
reduce the amount of anlsused:nd the number of tests
conducted.

ducational page kids4research.org states that pigs are used in studying the
'rocess of burn victims, chinchillas are used to study middle ear infection,
>s are currently being studied in order to develop a preventive treatment
)sy and lobsters are used to study Syphilis, Parkinson's disease and
on's Chorea which are all motor coordination diseases. (The link,
arch.org, is located on the American Association for Laboratory Animal
/Owe, foundation.aalas.org/index.htm.)
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Features Writer
A large question of necessity and decency arises when
most people think of animal testing, but animals often play
a critical and required role when it comes topharmaceutical development. The testing of new treatments and drugs
on humans is heavily mandated by most countries with
numerous restrictions and requirements that prevent
humans from testing unsafe medications. Because of the
similarities found in brain chemistry, physiological makeup, and bodily reactions to medications between humans
and animals they are prime candidates for the testing of
questionable, yet potentially useful substances.
The advances that have been made in the medical field
over the past 40 years have been incredible. Vaccines prevent us from obtaining common but potentially deadly diseases, cures have been found for most infections and poisonings, and those suffering from terminal illnesses are living longer and in more comfort. "Animal testing has progressed the advancement of pharmaceuticals in such a way
that many diseases thought to be uncurable are now easily
controlled or will be in the coming years," claims Andrew
Blake of the Seriously Ill Medical Group.
The data received through animal testing helps scientists
further understand the actions of drugs, ways in which the
drug can be administered properly and gauges the amount
that will be needed for testing in humans. The FDA requires
data from animal testing before scientists are allowed to
test the pharmaceuticals on human beings. Authorities
closely monitor the amount of animals used for testing, as
well as the types of animals used. The Animal Welfare Act
makes it mandatory for laboratories to search for an alternative to animal testing, only resorting to testing on the animals if a satisfactory replacement cannot be found. Strict
guidelines are also put upon laboratories ensuring scientific justification of all projects involving animal testing, prevention of needless duplication of experiments, and to min-

imize any general mistreatment of animals.
This huge precaution that is taken to protect human life
is seen by some people as a gross mistreatment of animals. While greatly offended by the use of animals
for pharmaceutical testing, Andrew Blake, a representative for the Humane Society states that
"It is probably not possible to halt testing on
animals without having a harmful effect on
humans. But we need to do more and we
need to move faster in finding ways
to eliminate animal testing."
Animal experiments are
often claimed to be misleading
and not a true representation
of any effect the pharmaceuticals may have on humans. It
is also criticized for the large
amount of money that is
needed to put on the
experiments. A few alternatives are available for
studies of this type, but the
FDA still requires
animal testing to be
done due to the significance of the data they
receive about the drugs and its usefulness in preparing and speeding up the
development of new vaccines and
medicines for humans.

In a different life, Mike Jerman was
a neurotic lab rat named "Steve The
Neurotic Lab Rat"... His story was
made into an afterschool
special.
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Senior Directed One Acts begin Monday
environment within the actual play so that directed by Noah. Blinder and "Bridal
the full picture can be painted for the audi- Terrorism" directed by Alexis Tabor.
ence. The seniors also have to be their own
The seniors are certainly nervous about
sound, set, lighting and costume design- the outcome of the shows, but the general
ers. Since five shows are going up each hope is that the audience will go away
night, the production end will be less with the deeper messages of the plays. All
involved than usual, as a minimalist shows start at 5 p.m. in the Norton Clapp
design will have to be adopted for smooth Theatre and tickets are $2 per night, sold
transitions between plays. "Since we are
only at the door.
working on a festival of fifteen one-acts,
Ashley Lauth will be performing in this
there are limitations on the technical ele- year's One Acts and is hoping for a big crowd.
ments. This could feel
constraining at first, but
has given me the opportunity to look at this piece
simply and with a keener
creative eye," Haloin
said.
On Monday, Dec. 8,
five plays will be performed: "Flop Cop"
directed by Vanessa
Driveness, "Train Story"
directed by Emily
Carlsen, "Un Hogar
Solido" (A Solid Home),
directed by Sarah Jo
Hurlbert, "War Brides"
directed by Wes
Andrews, and "English
Made Simple" directed
by Holly Garberson. On
Tuesday Dec. 9:
"Terminating...Or Sonnet
LVVX" directed by Anne
Gish, "Sunday Go To
Meetin'" directed by Ann
Marie Caldwell,
"Valentine Fairy" directed by Nik Perleros,
"Disturbed" directed by
Roberta Wilkinson and
"Last Tuesday" directed
by Erica Nelson. On
Wednesday Dec. 10:
"Cannibals" directed by
Jake Groshong, "Lucy
and the Mystery of the
Vine-Encrusted Mansion"
China Bialos/ASUPS Photo Services
directed by Jeff Grimm,
"The Most Massive DRESSED IN SUNDAY'S BEST—Junior Mikayla Curtis
and sophomore Ashley Lauth prepare for their performance
Woman Wins" directed
by Leah Haloin, of "Sunday Go To Meetin" directed by senior Ann Marie
Caldwell. This one act will be performed on Tuesday, Dec. 9.
"Throwing Your Voice"

•

,

China Bialos/ASUPS Photo Services

TRIPLE TROUBLE

—

Freshman Drew Bromfield, freshman Evan Tucker and sophomore

Meredith Ott rehearse for"Terminating ... Or Sonnet LVVX" directed by Anne Gish.

By Ashley Lauth

A&E Writer
The Senior Directed One Acts, contrary
to popular belief, are not student written
or student produced. They are more than
a simple festival of short plays. To the senior theatre major, these One Acts are the
final product of a class needed to graduate.
Essentially, the plays are the progeny of the
Directing 313 course upon which a passing
grade hinges. The seniors labor extensively to ensure that the one act will run smoothly, for if the play goes sour, so will
the grade. Hence, the seniors must be confident in their thorough knowledge of theatrical production, dramaturgy and acting,
culminating in the process of directing.
For many, it is their first time in the director's seat. Along with the power to direct
comes the tasks of choosing a play to
direct, cast and design.
"Collaboration is key, and each set of
circumstances effects how the show will
eventually be performed. When one variable is changed, the entire process must be
adjusted," senior Leah Haloin said. "This
can be simultaneously difficult and liberating. This is the testing ground to see how
much our personal directing choices work

within a greater mold."
The process began early this semester,
when the seniors chose plays and later
obtained the copyrights for each. The seniors then held auditions for over one hundred hopeful actors. Semi-cold readings
were performed and, the following afternoon, a little over half were called back.
Actors completed callbacks and at 5 a.m
the following morning the' seniors made
their casting decisions. Seniors had to
choose wisely, bearing in mind that the
success of each play depends largely on
the talent of the actors and the chemistry
between them. "It's been a challenge, but
definitely well worth it," senior Ann Marie
Caldwell said.
Preparation on the part of the seniors
included in-depth understanding of the
dramaturgy of the play, or specifically, the
meaning of the play and its background
information. The directors need to comprehend all the symbolism, metaphors,
motifs and ironies embedded in the dialogue and stage direction. They then use
this information to help the actors improve
their portrayals. The directors also need
familiarity with the history of the playwright in relation to the conditions of the
conception of the play and the history and

•

•
•
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Percussion Ensemble supplements concert with film •
By Tim Baars

A&E Writer
On Monday, Dec. 8, the University of Puget Sound will
present the music department's premiere ensemble, the
crown jewel, its feature presentation, the culmination of
millions of dollars and thousands of hours — the UPS percussion ensemble concert. The event will be life changing,
heart wrenching, mind blowing, and indeed, everything
you've been waiting for. If preliminary reports are any

indication, the upcoming concert promises to be the greatest thing you've ever seen.
Ok, maybe the percussion department at UPS is not
taken as seriously as the other more traditional instruments' departments, and perhaps deservedly so. While
violinists and pianists are commonly portrayed as dedicated, driven and brilliant, percussionists are the near constant butts of jokes in the music world. However, this does
not detract from their ability to create music that can enter-

tain, enthrall or just plain
confuse. UPS students
have a chance to experience the UPS Percussion
Ensemble at the concert
this Monday, Dec. 8, at
7:30 p.m. in Schneebeck
concert hall.
The
Percussion
Ensemble will be performing a number of
pieces ranging from
more traditional to more
abstract and effectual
pieces. Especially noteworthy is the performance of a marimba solo
entitled "Shadow
Chasers," by Burritt, to
be performed by
Maureen McGee and XYLOPHONES FOR PEACE
accompanied by the rest Percussion ensemble concert.
of the percussion ensemble. "Music for Pieces of Wood" by Reich is more abstract,
consisting of a range of wooden sounds and weaving and
interacting rhythms. "Afta Stuba" by Ford is an up tempo
melodic piece for three percussionists on one marimba.
The piece makes use of a number of unison sections as
well as unconventional arrangements which make the
piece as interesting to see as to hear. "Omphalo Centric
Lecture" by Westlake will also be performed.
The concert will culminate with the performance of
"Legong" by Nishimura, an expansive and dense piece.
While lacking a clear and coherent melody, the piece succeeds in its overwhelming effect on the audience. In an
effort to supplement the piece with other media to increase
the effect of the piece, a film conceived, directed and edited by members of the percussion ensemble and percussion

•
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China Bialnos/ASUPS Photo Services
—

Junior Steve Larson (center) leads a practice for the

professor Amy Putnam will accompany the piece. The creation of the film was a unique experience for the students.
Sophomore Shannon Zakarison cited numerous incidents
involving a large number of super balls and child-like
qualities they would incite — when you have that many
super balls, "you suddenly become a five year old."
Other scenes include a box full of wind up toys and the
notoriously cheap elevator in the music building.
Zakarison predicts that the audience will really be able to
relate to the material, saying that she "expects a few tears."
The concert promises to be a night of diverse and interesting music, employing a combination of the traditional
and the abstract, as well as different media to create a
unique performance. The concert is free to everyone.

Tim Baars stayed in school.

•
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Students produce reality
W 'Beyond the Fountain'
By Erin Goldsmith

A&E Writer
For a decade we have known what goes on when people "stop
being polite and start being real." We have contemplated "Chicken
by the Sea" with a newlywed, a pop princess, and we have been
privy to dozens of other peoples' blind dates, but next semester
you will be taken where not even MTV can take you — beyond the
fountain.
Yes, I am speaking of UPS's very own reality show, "Life Beyond
the Fountain." Sponsored by Student Development and directed
by junior Cate Hamilton, the idea of the show stemmed from discussion of the current phenomena of
reality television, and the misconceptions it reveals to the millions of
"Next semester you
viewers who tune in every night.
will be taken where
Hamilton notes that in discussing
not even MTV takes
the warped perceptions of Greek life
you — beyond the
portrayed by MTV, the group came
fountain."
up with the idea of doing a real reality show on college life. And so,
"Beyond the Fountain" was born.
Unlike those seven strangers on MTV, the Nick and Jessica couple and Joe Millionaire and his dozen potential brides, "Beyond the
Fountain" will focus on one character — er, person. Through an
application process that began at the beginning of the semester, the
force behind the show selected freshman Helen Shepard. When
asked exactly why Shepard was chosen, Hamilton said, "She is just
a really funny person."Dying to see this funny face? Well, you
hopefully won't have to wait much longer. There were hopes the
project would be underway by now, but accumulating enough
footage for a show has proved difficult.
While the show won't be screened until next semester, a
Halloween night teaser was screened of a different real world here
at UPS: cheerleading practice. Cheerleading was not exactly what
Hamilton and Student Development planned for their show, but it
served as a good learning experience for the show's developers.
Hamilton notes that the fifteen minute show was made from over
four hours of film and over eight hours of editing — not an easy
feat. We will hopefully be able to appreciate all the hard work as
soon as next month. Hamilton hopes that beginning next semester,
two half hour shows will be screened each month. So, until then,
you'll have to stick to "Newlyweds."

Freshman Erin Goldsmith likes Thanksgiving shopping.
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Chorale and Dorians unite!
By China Bialos

A&E Writer
If you, the UPS student/faculty member/staff member/campus stranger coincidentally reading The Trail, has not a single event planned for the evening of Dec.
10, then consider taking a stroll down to
Kilworth Chapel, where you will be
warmly greeted by a comforting blanket
of music.
It will be on this occasion, beginning
at 7:30 p.m., that our very own University
Chorale and Dorian Singers will perform
a number of songs for their annual winter
concert, "Magnificat," whose title for
2003 is appropriate because of the multiple meanings that it possesses.
The concert's current title, which may
China Ikalos ?ASUFS Photo Services
be used as a word of praise, more comDO-RE-MI—UPS singers rehearse for the Dorian and Chorale
monly refers to Nicola Porpora's compoconcert to be performed on Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in Kilworth.
sition, "Magnificat," created between
1726 and 1739 specifically for a four-part
collective performances during "Magnificat." The
women's chorus and string orchestra. Edited in Chorale will perform a quintet of songs, ranging
1966 by New York composer Ralph Hunter, the from 1983's "Come Unto Me," to Jan Campanus
composition's lyrical text recalls the Magnificat text
Vodnansky's "Rorando coeli," which was composed
from Luke 1:46-55, which spends six movements — nearly four centuries prior to the former and will
relating the Virgin Mary's song of joy upon the disbe vocally presented by Ruth Schauble, Christina
covery of her pregnancy. This particular composi- Knackstedt, Jared Flood and Josh Haberman. The
tion will be performed on the night of this concert as more contemporary "Come Unto Me" will include
collaboration between the Dorian Singers and
accompaniment by Alicia Blair, flautist Josefina
University Chamber Orchestra, and is to serve as a Mutascu, and pianist Soojeong Joo. Other performnear-conclusion to the night's musical set.
ances incorporated will be Johann Deep's "0 Music
The Dorian Singers, who will disperse them- Thou Most Lovely Art," as well as "Hiney ma tov,"
selves along the walls of Kilworth Chapel to endose conducted by Nora Palenchar.
their audience in a sea of vocal sound, provided a
After an additional performance by a five-memnearly flawless rendition of "0 vivens fons" during ber percussion ensemble, the Dorian Singers and
their Dec. 1 rehearsal it is expected that they may
Chamber Orchestra will return for their interpretareach a level of perfection — at the very least, near tion of "Magnificat," and will later be joined by the
attainment — by the time they interpret the chant at University Chorale for a collaborative execution of
their winter concert. Also included in their program the evening's concluding performance. Conducted
will be Andre Caplet's "0 salutaris hostia," as well
in full by Dr. Steven Zopfi, "Magnificat" may prove
as Michael Cleveland's "Jesu, dulcis memoria,"
to be one of the entertainment highlights of the
which is to be accompanied by Jena Pritchard on 2003-2004 school year, though just one of the many
piano.
fantastic performances to arise from the UPS School
An ideal complement to the Dorian Singers, the of Music.
University Chorale will be following the group's
China Bialos likes cheese very, very much.

British holiday film 'Love Actually' regurgitates but still entertains
By Shelly Gustafson

character ponders the phenomenon of modern relationships.
Writer/Director Richard Curtis (writer of romantic
The opening and closing scenes of the new British
comedy classics "Four Weddings and a Funeral" and
import film "Love Actually" showcase the emotional "Bridget Jones' Diary") creates a memorable romantic
atmosphere of airport waiting areas. The quintessential
comedy that fits together bits and pieces of different love
grouchy passengers and crying babies are passed by in
stories and fills the niche of a Christmas film for adults
favor of warm embraces and light-hearted looks. The title,
this holiday season.
shortened from "Love Actually is All Around Us" is
The cast resembles a virtual who's who list of British
uttered in an opening monologue by Hugh Grant as his actors who continue to stumble onto the scene in search of
love and fulfillment.
Hugh Grant's character is the new single
British Prime Minister who everybody tries
to figure out. Is he gay, a womanizer or
simply a romantic at heart? Colin Firth
shows up as his usual sweet and romantic
character struggling with a difficult lan(40-13)
guage barrier in a possible relationship.
Liam Neeson's character fights depression
0aity: 5:44,115. 9:15
after his wife dies by helping his young son
Sat/Sun:12g, 2:45, 50,115, 9:15
with his love life. Even Alan Rickman (Mr.
Bean) gets in on the action by playing an
obnoxious salesman.
Most notable among the performances
are those by Bill Nighly and Emma
Thompson. Nighly excels as an aging rock
star out for one last hoorah (and to screw
over the boy bands) with his admittedly
horrible Christmas release and subsequent
0111:430, SA, 9:00
5, t
music video. Emma Thompson gives a top
SatSen:120, 2:15, 430, 0 til
notch performance as a middle-aged mother and wife facing the possibility of her husband's (Alan Richman) infidelity. As one of
tltj
the few truly serious sub-plots of the movie,
it sticks out for its brutal honesty and fan5
0201: 4:45,1:00, 9:25
tastic acting.
A2:30, 320, 4:45,100, 93
Curtis interweaves the nine unique love
stories in a lightly bound plot. While many
of the characters are connected, their stories
rarely affect one another. This technique
Tickets ar e $435 with
allows for the juggling of an extreme numy our current student ID'
ber of characters, maybe even a few too
many, and keeps the audience from getting
bored with any one story at a time.
There really isn't much to the individual
cinema
sub-plots within the movie; each one could
606 Fawcett Ave I 253-593-44741 g randcinema.com
be fleshed out into a full romantic comedy
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CHEERIO—If this picture of Hugh Grant and Martine

McCutcheon reminds you a bit of Bill and Monica, the makers of "Love Actually" have succeeded in teasing Americans.

on its own, but Curtis chooses to keep them light and simple — a snapshot, if you will.
And yes, some of the sub-plots seem at times to
descend into the genre of Hallmark Greeting cards, but
both the cast and Curtis appear to be wholly aware of this
fact and play to the films strengths — quality acting and
witty dialogue.
One issue for some viewers may be that the film enjoys
making fun of America and Americans. This includes the
use of Billy Bob Thornton as a Clinton/Bush hybrid president or the characterization of American girls swooning
over anyone with an accent.
One minor quibble I have with the film is that the supposed theme of the film of love being everywhere, and the
opening monologue implies they will explore many types
of love. However, in the actual story all but two of the
sub-plots revolve mainly around the concepts of romantic
(or at least sexual) heterosexual love.
While I was leaving the crowded theater after viewing
the film, I happened to overhear two older women discussing how Neeson's son in the movie was very unrealistic but was so "cute" they just didn't care. This sentiment really speaks for the film as a whole — it's certainly
nothing new but it's nothing new done well.

Shelly Gustafson is a romantic comedy junkie.
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Ferrell gives 'Elf' fun holiday charm

Swing in to Mistletoast
By Darcy Scott
A&E Writer

Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

TOO COOL FOR SCHOOL—In Will Ferrell's latest movie "Elf," Ferrell plays one of

Santa's helpers who discovers he is unlike his fellow elves and is actually human.
By Erin Goldsmith

A&E Writer
You need not wait until Christmas morning to discover holiday surprises. One
of those Christmas treats has already been unveiled in movie theaters across
America: the film "Eli."
Perhaps you have seen the previews for Will Ferrell's holiday comedy, and like
me, you determined the film to be silly and formulaic. But don't write it off yet,
because as I discovered by recommendation of a professor, this film is sure to both
thoroughly entertain and fill you with holiday spirit.
The story of Buddy, a human living in an elf's world, is truly a film for all ages.
Ferrell plays Buddy, who at the age of thirty-something discovers he is not like the
other elves who stand about three feet below him. Not only does he tower over
them, but his fingers do not work the same toy-constructing magic as theirs.
Buddy realizes that he is indeed more than just "special;" he is a human.
Consoled atop the knee of his adoptive father, Papa Elf (a miniature, elfish Bob
Newhart), Buddy discovers the story of how as an orphaned baby he crawled into
Santa's sack one Christmas Eve and wound up in the North Pole. With nothing
more than yellow tights covering his legs, elf-issue green tunic and hat, and dated
photo of his birth parents, Buddy sets out for New York to find his real father.
His father, Walter Hobbs (James Caan), a real Scrooge, however, is not too excited to meet the tights-wearing, permanently smiling, illegitimate son he never
knew about. After being escorted off the premises of his father's building, Buddy
finds another way to occupy himself in between attempts to reunite with his
father: the Christmas themed toy department of Gimbel's department store.
Buddy's elf attire allows for him to fit right into the department, where his
presence produces conflicting responses. Upon entering the store, Buddy lays eyes
upon a young woman (Zooey Deschanel) who, despite her sullen nature and lack
of a smile, steals Buddy's heart. Buddy also meets Santa Claus — only once he
realizes, this is not the. Santa he has grown up with, he proclaims that the faux
Santa is "sitting on a throne of lies" and proceeds to tackle the "imposter." This
gets Buddy thrown out of the department store and into a New York City jail,
where he is finally reunited with his father. Following a paternity test, Hobbs
learns that he truly is Buddy's• father. He reluctantly brings Buddy home to his
wife and son, whose hearts Buddy quickly warms. And Buddy eventually warms
the hearts of all of Manhattan, saving Christmas for all, and finding his true place
in the world.
While the plot may sound formulaic, Ferrell's portrayal of Buddy ensures the
film is nothing but fun. Whether you first met Will Ferrel as an overenthusiastic
cheerleader on "Saturday Night Live" or as the over-aged frat boy in "Old
School," you surely know he is one funny guy. His wide-eyes combined with his
plastered-on grin (Buddy's favorite expression is smiling) and natural physical
comic ability make for one lovable, hilaribus, overgrown elf.
.

Make sure to recycle your copy of the Trail!

Freshman Erin 'Goldsmith is from Oakland, California.

ALTERNATIVE
SPRING BREAK

It is a rare occasion when UPS sponsors a campus-wide event, and even more rare when
students actually attend. Mistletoast is the exception. Mistletoast is UPS's only, sole,
numero uno, here today gone tomorrow semi formal dance, and it is a swinging good time.
Every year Mistletoast is a big occasion on campus. It brings together students of every
class in a fun atmosphere of live swing music, dancing and refreshments. The live band
really pulls the whole dance together and
provides an energy that won't let even those
with two left feet stop tapping out the
rhythm.
But don't think you need to be a professional swing dancer to enjoy Mistletoast.
The dance features swingers of all levels and
the basic dance moves are easy to pick up, or
just create your own. Whether you're a first
time swinger, or one that will impress the
crowds, Mistletoast will be an evening of
fun. However, if you have your mind set on
being one of the great dancers, free swing
lessons are offered prior to the evening's festivities to give you a head start.
One of the night's greatest draws is the
Annual Swing Dance Competition. This is
Image courtesy images.search.yahoo.com
when the best of the best show off their
moves in a dance-off style competition where the best of UPS's dancers is decided. The
hidden talents of many UPS students emerge in this competition, and it is amazing to
watch.
Mistletoast is also a great opportunity for the UPS crowd to dress up. After a semester
of pajama pants and polar fleece, here is your chance to wear that flashy skirt or show the
girls you really do know how to dress yourself. It is a great opportunity to strut your stuff,
look hot and impress your classmates.
The other great thing about Mistletoast is that you don't necessarily need a date to have
a good time. It is always nice to have a dance partner, and this is the perfect opportunity
to ask that mystery girl/boy in your class out for a date. If not, no worries, you can always
find a dance partner there. This is a unique dance where it is common to see the expert
swingers take a novice dancer, teach them some moves and swing them all over the dance
floor. It is an opportunity to dance with faces you recognize, and to meet new people in
the spirit of holiday cheer.
Mistletoast is a chance for the campus community to come together one last time before
finals and winter break. It is an opportunity to forget about papers, projects and assignments for one last night, and a chance to relax and enjoy the company of fellow Loggers
and good friends.
Mistletoast is today, Friday Dec. 5 and it runs from 9 p.m. until midnight in Wheelock
Student Center. But don't be surprised when you don't even recognize it, the SUB will be
decorated and a dance floor installed, as well as a bandstand. Cider, mocktails and food
will be served to whet your whistle and provide energy between dances. And the best part
is, the whole evening is free. So tonight's your chance to put on that new dress or tie, slick
the hair, strap on your dancing shoes and swing on in to Mistletoast.
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Darcy will be showing off her one dance move at this year's Mistletoast.

Engine House No. 9
Restaurant
Brewery
Come Visit The Historic Ea
Serving U.P.S. Students & Faculty For 30 Years
Great Food
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our "Breasts of Fire"

SUNDAY BREAKFAST 9AM NOON
DURING NFL SEASON
What axe tAni doing
!cm Spring Aeak?

•

Our own OKTOBERFEST now on tap from our

Award Winning Brewery

•
•

Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95

APPLICATIONS DUE
Monday, DEC. 8th

(Chance to win Color TV during Monday Night Football)

Applications available WSC 208.
Trips to Portland,
Bend, and Ashland with
Social Justice, Habitat for Humanity
and Film and Theatre Society

For Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night / Karaoke
Sunday Grande Bloody Marys and Margaritas
(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435

Tuesday Taco Night & E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day
Wednesday Quiz Night - win Dog Dollars Redeemable
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I am way more Rock 'n' Roll than you
By Ben Claren

Hobble Hobble

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Metal God

•

•
a

You might know me as Ben
Claren, Geology major. But I have
another life on campus, the one of the
rock 'n' roller Ben Thunder. And I am
way more rock 'n' roll than you. My
band, Celsius, is a three-piece artrock project that some say is at least
three years ahead of the avant-garde
music curve. We've played Bob's
Java Jive, Hell's Kitchen and some
house shows. I know the business. I
know the lifestyle. I am music.
How to prove it to you? Well,
here's a passage from my journal.
11:00 a.m. Rolled out of bed with
hangover and a needle still in my
arm. (Have to stop doing that.) Gave
Sandra and Sharon cab fare.
12:00 p.m. Attempted to 'shower,
got into a deep discussion about
Pavement lyrics with Paul and Kelly.
Promised to burn CDs for both of
them.
1:00 p.m. Ate lunch with dealer
(we split the bill). Paid back some of
the money I owed to get my axe out
of hoc. God I missed her. Went home
and wrote some music.
2:30 p.m. Watched my soaps.

Each week Ninja Tim has a mere twenty-five words to
boil down the essence of a classic kung fu movie.
Usually he jails.
"Close Encounters of the Spooky Kind" (1980)
Katie Deremigio/ ASUPS Photo Services

TOO MUCH ROCK– We don't know how he affords his rock 'n' roll lifestyle.

4:00 p.m. Drank a fifth of scotch
9:00 p.m. Listened to music.
that was left in the cupboard.
1:00 a.m. Heated debate with Paul
4:15 p.m. Puked on front porch; about Master/Slave relationship of
sober enough for Geo lab.
Power in Hegel's The Phenomenology
4:30-6:00 p.m. Lab. Studied por- of Spirit.
phyritic samples from Hawaii.
1:30 a.m. Got really drunk with
Realized halfway through lab that I Paul on scotch. Jammed on the front
smelled really bad.
lawn, naked, until the cops came.
6:00 p.m. Band practice. Was fired
5:00 a.m. Paul's girlfriend posted
from band.
bail for both of us. I need to find a
6:20 p.m. Joined the band again. nice girl like that. Thank god the Po
Those hacks need me so bad it hurts. Po didn't run a drug test.
And I mean on more than a weed
6:00 a.m. Fell asleep with needle in
connection level.
arm again.
7:00 p.m. Tried to do homework
Can you even compete with that?
while tripping on acid. Opted instead I'll be lucky if I live to see next year I
to put my head through Paul's snare rock so damn hard. So next time you
drum to "become percussion." think you know what it is to live
Experiment classified as a success. music, bitch-slap yourself and think
8:00 p.m. Drove Paul to Guitar of me.
Center to buy new snare.
• Ben wrote half of this article in jail.

Kung-foolery movie that inspired
Raimi's 'Evil Dead' series. Sammo as
cuckolded voodoo-assassination target. Includes: Bouncing-ChineseVampire, possessed limbs, outlandish
voice-overs, classic stock-soundtracks, spousal-violence, and Monkey King!
Ninja Tim is addicted to hyphens and crystal meth.

Retired Astronaut tired of
all these brats asking
about pooping in space
These little morons just can't keep their
minds out of the gutter
By Toru Okada

Air, Space and Education Writer

.

Howard Dean to use bullet-time in new TV spots
Presidential Hopeful knows how to rap with
the youth of America
By Ninja Tim

Exiled Kung Fu Aficionado
In an effort to further appeal to the coveted 18-25 voting demographic, Presidential Candidate Howard Dean
has hired John Gaeta and a host of other special effects
wizards to film his new campaign commercials. While
Dean has proven popular on college campuses nationwide, he wants to secure his niche with the aid of
Hollywood's most talented effects group.
The first completed ad, set to air all this week on MTV,
features Dean talking about his platform while ninjas
attack his offices. To avoid a high kick, Dean suddenly
bends backward in slow-motion, still explaining his policy on foreign relations while blaring techno is cued up.
The Democratic candidate then makes short work of the
ninjas with a series of rapid-fire punches and kung fu

mastery.
The television spot, which cost over four million dollars, is the first in a series of action-commercials to air
throughout the coming year. Other filmed segments, produced by Joel Silver, include Dean outlining his stance on
campaign reform while piloting a crashing helicopter and
Dean dramatically fighting an army of President Bushes
in the rain.
"Howard's a brilliant man, and he knows what the
young voters respond to," explained Silver by e-mail.
"Nobody wants to see old text boxes and scrolling platform points. Cutting-edge effects and exploding cars—
that's the future of campaign advertising."
In July 2004 a two disc DVD of the spots will be
released, featuring Making Of Featurettes and Politician's
Commentary.
The Committee for the Election of Howard Dean has
also enlisted N.E.R.D. to co-write the official campaign
song tentatively titled, "Get Unhh With Me."

Ninja Tim hates writing outside of the box.

At Meadowvale Elementary Jared O'Neal, crew member
of the Apollo 14 mission in 1974, was asked for the billionth
time how one goes to the bathroom in zero gravity.
"No matter what school it is, I always get this," a visibly
upset O'Neal said. "Nobody asks about the training, or the
food; it's always, 'Mr. O'Neal, did you poop your pants?' or,
'Does your pee float out of the toilet?"
Since his retirement in 1985, the former spaceman has
filled his time talking with many excited students about the
wonder of space travel. While O'Neal has always hoped for
questions about the giant technological leaps NASA made
in the last fifty years or about the amazement all men and
women feel upon reaching the stars, inevitably the Q & A
sessions devolve into discussions on the ass-vacuum
employed on all modern spacecraft.
The ornery astronaut may have had enough. "This is the
last goddamn time, I swear. These punks only want to talk
about sh*tting." O'Neal added that if these bastards were
so damn curious, then they could use the goddamn internet
to find out. At press time all of O'Neal's planned appointments at area elementary and middle schools have been
put on hiatus.

Toru now feels bad about asking O'Neal about going number
one in the space shuttle.

How will L. Paul Bremer and the United States speed up reconstruction in Iraq?

•

It's been a long year for everyone involved in the grand project to rebuild Iraq. However, recent efforts have been made to
finish the job in a more expedient manner. Below are
some of the finer points of the new plan for 2004:

•
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Photo courtesy me rshcri.usacadtuny Qom

THE FACE OF CONFIDENCE– Bremer

shows in his smile how ready he is for reconstruction.

•

Xeroxing the U.S. constitution, crossing out "United States of
America", and writing "Iraq" in bold sharpie.
L. Paul Bremer is to receive two weeks off for every eight months
on instead of the current half/half arrangement.
Regal Cinemas movie passes will be given to the military general
with the plan that screws over the Iraqis the least.
All U.S. troops will be given spoken word CDs with Bush repeating sternly, "Get off your ass!"
The Defense Department will hand out copiesof "Lord of the Flies"
to every Iraqi and hope everything turns out.
Colin Powell vows to cross his fingers for one hour every day.
New plan to award a free McDonald's Value Meal coupon to the
first Iraqi that reconstructs his local government.
Photo courtesy watticentre.com
Sending songstress Celine Dion to Baghdad to inspire the peoples! THE FACE OF COMMERCE– Iraqis won't
Bush is planning more surprise visits to U.S. soldiers, so that the know the definition of liberation until they have
fifty Starbucks in Baghdad.
image of him serving lunch will create real, tangible progress in Iraq.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. The Combat Zone is worth one free regualr sandwich at
Quizno's with purchase of another regular sandwich at equal or greater value. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Logger women tip off
season with a bang
Puget Sound topples Colorado
College and St. Mary's College to start
season 2-0
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
The Logger women's basketball team jump started
their season by notching two games in the win column.
UPS started by schooling Colorado College 93-50, followed by a thrilling 58-54 win over the St. Mary's
Cardinals in the Logger Tip-off Classic.
The Loggers dominated Colorado from start to finish,
shooting 56 percent from the field and boasting four
players in double digits. "This was a win where everyone contributed, and we were able to win by a large margin," coach Suzy Barcomb commented. Everyone on the
roster, with the exception of injured forward Amy
Hightower, received playing time, and eleven of those
twelve scored. "We just wanted to get everyone the experience of playing in their first collegiate game," Barcomb
explained.
At the end of the first half, UPS led 45-28, and they
never looked back, scoring another 48 points in the second half. The leading scorer of the night was junior forward Lindsay May, who went 7-11 from the field, plus 68 free throws to total 20 points. Joining her in double digits were Kilty Keaton, who contributed 15 points, Laura
Koval, with 14, and Jennifer McLuen with 10.
The Loggers did an excellent job of executing the fundamentals and out-hustling their opponent. They
crashed the boards, grabbing 43 rebounds to Colorado's
25, and never allowed Colorado any room to stage a
comeback. They also stifled Colorado with their defense,
forcing 32 turnovers.
"We played strong defensively," Barcomb explained,
"which allowed us to cause turnovers, and we ran the
fast break really well."
Against St. Mary's, the Loggers had to dig quite a bit
deeper to come up with a win. In front of a crowd of 325,

the Trail '6

Loggers

arc)° red

the Loggers managed to come
back from a five-point deficit
in the second half.
"The play of Angie Straw
was the deciding factor,"
Barcomb stated. Despite
being held scoreless in the
first half, the junior post player came out on fire in the second half, racking up 15 points
to lead the Loggers to a win.
Straw calmly knocked down
7-7 free throws, four of which
were in the crucial last two
minutes of the game. She also
went 4-9 from the field. Even
though the Cardinals managed to claw back and tie the
game at 52, Straw proceeded
to score the final six points of
14011404MB
the contest and seal the
of Chicago dyer a Ai
Loggers' win.
WhiEhihkM*VPP§Irrlgtkl„„_
Overall, the Loggers did
an excellent job of not panicktime on
pjanA:pstoots:
ing in tough spots, especially
Stoiedittitu
•
considering their youth.
Despite being down by six
points most of the game, the
Loggers kept their heads and
maintained focus.
"Heidi Collier has provided a nice spark off the
"I thought we showed a lot of poise in our comeback
bench," she pointed out, adding that Koval is the secondagainst St. Mary's," Barcomb remarked.
Senior forward Koval was also a big factor, coming off leading scorer on the team with 28 points.
This week, the Loggers are on the road for the first
the bench to score 14 points and snatch five rebounds.
Despite being double teamed most of the game, May time against Northwest College. The Eagles are led by
managed a double-double, with 11 points and 12 Jennifer De Young, who is averaging 21 points per game
rebounds. She was also an honorable mention for the this season.
"We have to play our style of basketball," Barcomb
NWC Player of the Week, considering her 31 points and
explained. "We can't give up the three, and we have to be
17 rebounds on the weekend.
able to defend. If we do that, we'll be in the contest."
Though it is still too early to judge their impact,
Sports Writer Melissa Huggins knows a thing or two about
Barcomb is extremely pleased with the play of her two
getting schooled.
transfers.
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Why you should believe in miracles, 23 years later
By Jeff Swiryn

Sports Writer
Feb. 22, 1980, Lake
Placid, New York.
"Do you believe in
miracles? Yes!" Al
Michaels delivered
his cry of awe as the U.S. Olympic hockey
team defeated the Soviet Union 4-3 to go
onto the gold medal round, deserving the
title of the greatest moment in sports history.
This upset gave the disillusioned
American public of 1980 something to celebrate, a sporting event that transcended
sports and changed the sport of hockey as
well as this country. Though there has been
no greater sports moment, the Miracle on
Ice is melting out of our memories, and the
sport of hockey in general is disappearing
from our interests. As sports fans, we
should be ashamed of this. After the passing of coach Herb Brooks this past summer,
a month after the team was inducted into
the U.S. Hockey Hall of Fame, and just
before the Disney rendition of the Miracle
hits the box office, most Americans don't
even know the real story.

The Soviet team
had won the gold
blue
medal in every
line
Olympics since 1960.
The American team
blues
consisted of college
kids and others with
professional dreams
that weren't quite good enough for the
NHL, our league, which ironically consisted of mostly non-American players. But
it's true, our team performed a miracle,
and beat the Soviets at their own game.
They were outshot 39-16 and won by a
score of 4-3. They then went on to beat
Finland 4-2 in the gold medal game.
The United States team came from
behind in six of their seven Olympic games
in 1980, including the gold medal game. In
an exhibition game a week before, the
Soviets destroyed the U.S. team by a score
of 10-3. Until halfway through the third
period when Mike Eruzione broke the 3-3
tie, nobody was expecting a victory.
A lot of people have heard about the
Mirade on Ice. But very few know much
more than the fact that the Americans
defeated the "Evil Empire" in the
Olympics. How many people remember

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED
Give the most special gift of all....Help a couple
become parents by donating your eggs. If you are a
healthy woman, 21-31, w/ a healthy family history,
please consider becoming their donor. 5'5" or taller,
blue eyes/blond or brown hair, aptitude for art, music
or science would be a great match, but will consider all
qualified applicants. Thank you in advance for your
consideration. $3000.00 compensation. 206-2293681. Confidential

Bill Baker? Bill Baker played for the U.S.
team, and after the 1980 Olympics, went on
to play four NHL seasons and rack up a
whopping 7 goals. In the first game of the
Olympic tournament, he scored the game
tying goal with 27 seconds left in the game
against Sweden. Without this forgotten
goal, there wouldn't have even been a
chance for the Miracle to have happened.
(Bill Baker is now an oral surgeon.)
Does the name Vladislav Tretiak ring a
bell? Probably not. He was the Soviet
goalie who is considered one of the best
that hockey has ever seen. After giving up
a goal in the last second of the first period,
he was benched. Who knows what would
have happened if he had played the full
game. The point is, when was the last time
you thought, "You know, if they hadn't
pulled Tretiak we might not have won that
game"?
There are many small details that we
can forget about the Miracle on Ice. Many
people did not even know that it happened
until the next morning because there was
no point in watching us get embarrassed
by a bunch of heartless Darth Vaders on
ice. However, some things are not forgettable. The Soviets had recently invaded
Afghanistan. American hostages were
being held in Iran. Inflation was through
the roof. People were waiting in long lines
just to fill up at the gas station. Needless to
say, it was not a comfortable situation. But
on Feb. 22, when Mike Eruzione netted
that game winner in Lake Placid, David
slew Goliath, and for a moment our
domestic troubles and international worries were overshadowed by triumph.
It is argued that Americans are losing
interest in hockey, namely the NHL, by the
minute. This is true for the most part.
"South of the border," as the Canucks say,
the Old Timer's Game in Edmonton was
only aired via certain satellite services. This
was a chance for us to see the Great One
suit up one last time and we don't even
want to air it on national television. We
might as well call him, "The Great One

a

Photo courtesy www.google.a®

GROUP HUG!—Mike Eruzione is sur-

rounded by teammates after scoring the
game-winning goal against the Soviets
who is only offered on satellite TV because
we have no respect for greatness anymore."
Despite the fact that American interest
in hockey is low, NHL teams are on the
verge of bankruptcy, and players are
preparing for a strike, there would be even
less interest had it not been for the 1980
Olympic team. Since they defeated the Evil
Empire, amateur player registration has
increased by 230%, high school hockey
participation has increased by 50%,
Division I collegiate hockey participation is
up by 25%, and women's hockey became
an Olympic sport which the U.S. Team
won in its inaugural 1998 appearance.
Frankly, if Americans don't want to see
Wayne Gretzky, why would they want to
watch Cammie Granato? It is relevant
because even though we have become
poor spectators, an increase in participation may very well re-ignite an interest in
our kids and grandkids, and the Mirade on
Ice will not lose its title as the greatest
moment in the history of sports.

Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn's job is to shed
light, not to master.
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Break up the Jai!blazers, pretty please
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor

111

•

1111

•

Question: what is
the most pathetic
team in the NBA
today?
The answer to this
question would seem to be a no-brainer —
the Clippers win hands down, right? Or if
not them, then the Hawks or the Knicks.
Maybe even the Heat. Right?
Wrong. If we were talking about the
league's most pathetic franchise the
Clippers would win, but if we are talking
about teams then the Blazers take the
prize. Think about it. What team has the
most convicted criminals on its roster?
What team has convicted potheads, wife
beaters and drunks in its six-man rotation?
What team best exemplifies its nickname?
Oh, and don't forget the league's eighttime winner of the coveted Player Most
Likely to Pull a Sprewell award, Rasheed
Wallace. These are just a few of the reasons
that the Blazers are the laughing stock of
the NBA.
Amazingly, owner Paul Allen and general manager John Nash (no, not the guy
from "A Beautiful Mind," although that
would be fitting since he was psychotic)
have done little to fix the problems that ail
their organization — until now that is. On
Tuesday Portland traded Wallacewanrtabe Bonzi Wells to the Memphis
Grizzlies in exchange for journeyman
guard Wesley Person and a first-round
draft pick. I guess the Blazers' front office
finally got fed up with the underachieving
guard after he cursed at coach Maurice
Cheeks and threw a temper tantrum on
the sidelines. Who would've guessed?
Whether or not the Blazers got enough
in return for Wells is irrelevant, the point is
that they finally have started to support
Cheeks and show his players that they
have to exhibit some level of maturity to

stay on the team. This
got me thinking,
from
what other moves
the
should Portland
make to clean house?
bullpen
First, they have to
trade point guard Jeff
Mlinnis. But who,
you ask, would want a temperamental
point guard who is liable to blow up at
any time and for any reason and has a
phobia of passing? How about the Golden
State Warriors, who signed Nick van Exel
this summer. If the Blazers can package
McInnis and a second-round draft pick for
Van Exel it would be a wise move. Van
Exel would give Portland a solid point
guard who would deliver in the clutch and
show them how to win. Despite McInnis'
inability to do anything besides shoot a
mid-range jump shot he would be a good
fit alongside accused wife-beater Jason
Richardson.
Next I would make a call to Milwaukee
president Larry Kohl in hopes of exchanging forward Qyntal Woods for former
Sonic Desmond Mason. Shipping out
Woods would free the Blazers of another
pothead and a future career backup, while
bringing in Mason would give them solid
sixth man who will play hard and not get
caught with weed in his car.
This still leaves us with the "Big Three"
of Rasheed Wallace, Damon Stoudamire
and Ruben Patterson. Nobody in the NBA
would be stupid enough to take both
Wallace and Stoudamire — not even
Mavericks owner Mark Cuban. He might
be dumb enough to take Stoudamire and
Patterson though. Think about it, he has
not made a trade in weeks and he has
Travis Best stewing behind Steve Nash
and Antoine Walker. If the Blazers played
their cards right they could dangle the
stoner and the wife-beater in front of
Cuban's nose and come back with Best
and the always fun to watch Eduardo

Najera. Best would provide a
huge improvement Over
Stoudamire, as well as insurance against a Van Exel blow
up. Najera would take Woods'
spot at forward and provide
hustle and toughness off the
bench.
So now the big question,
how do we get rid of 'Sheed?
While he may be one of the top
five power forwards in the
game, there is no way that the
Blazers can expect to get full
value for him — he is too much
of a distraction. Regardless,
there are several teams that
Photos courtesy www.google.com
would welcome him.
PORTLAND'S LEAST WANTED—Clockwise from
The Nets need someone to
top, Rasheed Wallace, Damon Stoudamire, Ruben
take Alonzo Mourning's place,
Patterson, Qyntel Woods, Zach Randolph and Jeff
but they would never trade
McInnis have all have had run-ins with the law and are
Richard Jefferson, and Kenyon the reason that their team is known as the "Jailblazers."
Martin has "the next Sheed"
written all over him. The Knicks
Najera) would elicit a sure-to-be disgrunare always in the market for another tled Antawn Jamison and Tony Delk.
power forward, but would Keith Van Jamison would give Portland more flexiHorn fit in on the Blazers? Antonio bility in the frontcourt and Delk would
McDyess would be a great trade, except he give them a second three-point specialist
cannot stay healthy for more than four
to go with Wesley Person.
games at a time.
So what does this leave us with? A
This leaves us with the Orlando Magic. starting five of Best, Derek Anderson,
In last place in the weak Eastern Zach Randolph, Gooden and Dale Davis,
Cofference, the Magic will take all the help with Mason, Jamison, Najera, Vlad
they can get, and a clearance-rack Wallace
Stepania and Delk coming off the bench. If
fits perfectly into their plans. Portland
Randolph falters or continues to act like a
could get promising forward Drew four-year old — which is likely — then
Gooden and Pat Garrity for Sheed and Jamison could take his place. So there we
Matt Carroll (to even out the big, modergo. After a whirlwind of trades and new
ately talented white guy quotient). If the
faces, we would have a Blazers team that
Magic are still hesitant, the Blazers could would easily earn a six or seven seed in
even throw in a second-round pick to seal
the playoffs—the same as they earned last
the deal.
season — and not lead the league in courtTo finish off the bonanza, Nash could room appearances.
offer Van Exel to Cuban at the end of the
Sports Editor Doug Sprague has been repriseason as he is reminiscing over Van Exel's
manded by his Editor-in-Chief for throwing
postseason heroics last season. A tandem
temper tantrums in the media house
of Van Exel and Pat Garrity (to replace
.
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The following is a paid advertisement from the Office of Information Services
To the University of Puget Sound Campus Community,

a

O

In an effort to provide the University campus with safe and reliable Internet access, the Office of Information Services is
announcing residential connection and support changes for the upcoming year. These changes will help to prevent proble'
similar to those experienced at the beginning of the Fall '03 term. Our goal is to provide students, faculty, and staff with cc,
tinuous, secure information services.
Since Microsoft and anti-virus vendors have or will discontinue updates for the operating systems listed below, they will no'
be safe to use on our campus network. Discontinued development means that if any system vulnerabilities are found in
these operating systems, no patches will be made to correct them. This leaves machines open to attacks such as worms or
viruses.

The products listed below are at or nearing their end of life according to Microsoft. OIS will continue to support these operating systems through the semester listed at the right.

•
•

Operating System
Windows 95
Windows NT
Windows 98
Windows ME

Microsoft End of Life
Ended
Ended
Dec. 31, 2004
Jan. 16, 2005

OIS supported through
Spring '04
Spring '04
Fall '04
Fall '04

We recommend that you plan to upgrade your operating system to Windows XP if you are currently using these operating
systems. ResNet will be happy to work with you to determine if your machine meets Windows XP minimum requirements
and make recommendations to bring your machine to those requirements.
Once OIS stops supporting these operating systems, any computer running them will not be allowed on the network, We
realize that this may cause difficulties for some users; however, this policy is necessary to ensure the safety of the campus
network. We will not be able to correct problems arising from machines running these operating systems if the vendor does
not support them.
As always, it is strongly recommended that every machine schedule weekly Windows Automatic Updates and antivirus definition (DAT) updates. By keeping your operating system and virus protection up to date, you further ensure our network is available for everyonelf you have any questions on system requirements or need help with upgrades, ResNet is available on the web at http://resnet.ups.edu/news.shtml or by telephone at x8585.
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Bombs away as Loggers start off 3-0 •

By Phil Hawkins

Sports Writer
"If you catch a Logger basketball game, you can expect
a high-octane offense, with a pressuring defense. We will
center our offense around penetration and the three-point
shot, and our defense on pressure and defensive spacing."
This is what Coach Eric Bridgeland had to say about
the Loggers before the season began, and he was true to
his word. The men's basketball team has bolted out of the
gates with impressive wins over Bethany College,
University of Wisconsin-Riverfalls, Northwest College
and an exhibition win over Simon Frasier University
The Loggers first game of the season against Bethany
on Nov. 21 could not have been any better. The guys raced
out to 26-1 lead in the first six minutes on their way to a
119-78 victory. The combination of three-point shooting
and a stifling full-court press propelled the Loggers to an
overwhelming victory against the overpowered Bruins.
Chase Curtiss, who tallied 16 points, led seven Loggers in
double digit scoring on the night. Freshman Jeremy Cross
had an impressive college debut, collecting 12 points, 7
rebounds, 6 assists and 4 steals in 20 minutes.
"I was especially pleased with freshman guard Jeremy
Cross. That is fantastic and hopefully indicative of good
things to come from Jeremy," coach Bridgeland commented.
The Loggers were not hesitant about shooting when
they had an open look. The men set program records for
three-point field goals attempted (42) and three-point field
goals made (18). UPS was equally impressive on the
defensive end, forcing Bethany to commit 36 turnovers
compared to only 17 by the Loggers.
The following day pitted the Loggers against the
Wisconsin-Riverfalls Falcons in the final game of the UPS
Tipoff Classic. The Falcons were led by Rich Melzer, the
pre-season NCAA Division III Player of the Year, who
scored 37 points and collected 14 rebounds. His effort was
not enough, however, as the Loggers came back from a 15
point second-half deficit behind the accurate shooting of
Curtis Medved and Matt Glynn. The Loggers outscored
the Falcons by 12 points in the second half in their 104-102
win.
Medved and Glynn scored 20 and 17 points, respectively, and were selected to the All-Tournament team.
Glynn was awarded the Tournament MVP and Curtiss
was selected as the UPS Male Athlete of the Week. Chris
O'Donnell, a junior college transfer, helped out the team
by averaging six points and 11.5 rebounds in the tournament. O'Donnell has led the Loggers in rebounding every
game this season.

"UWRF was the best NCAA Division III team that we
have played since I took over 2 years ago, bar none."
Bridgeland said. A strong full-court press was able to keep
the Loggers in the game by forcing the Falcons to commit
29 turnovers. Accurate shooting also played an important
role. UPS made 8-15 three-point shots in the second half.
The Loggers continued to play strong against
Northwest College on Nov. 25 and picked up their third
win of the season by a score of 107-94. Matt Glynn led the
Loggers in scoring with 32 points on 11-18 shooting while
being selected as the UPS Male Athlete of the Week. Glynn
leads the Loggers in scoring with 21.2 points a game.
Chris O'Donnell came up big for UPS again by scoring 15
points and grabbing 14 rebounds. Northwest came prepared to play against the strong shooting of the Loggers
and played man-to-man defense for the most of the game.
The Loggers were limited to 6-16 shooting from beyond
the arc.
"Against Northwest College, the defense 'sagged'
defensively and clung to our shooters, attempting to shut
us down one-on-one," Bridgeland said.. "This was great
for us, because it was something we might see in conference." UPS was able to respond with strong penetration
and showed that they were not reliant solely on threepoint shooting.
On Tuesday, the Loggers played an exhibition game
against the Clan of Simon Fraser. Although this game did
not count towards the season standings, the team played
competitively and came out with a 116-92 victory. Once
again, the Loggers were led by a deep bench and strong
defense. Josh Akwenuke, who scored 15 points, led seven
players in double-digit scoring. By using 14 players compared to only seven for the Clan, UPS was able to tire out
the opposing team and force them into committing 36
turnovers.
This weekend, the Loggers will travel to Atlanta, Ga., to
play Emory University and Oglethorpe University. This
will be the longest road trip of the season for UPS. Coach
Bridgeland was enthusiastic about playing in Atlanta this
weekend. "We will treat our trip to Atlanta as an NCAA
Regional, where we would have to play back-to-back
games and win both to advance."
The Loggers are looking strong thus far in the season
and have even gotten national recognition. Although there
is no official top 25 for Division III sports, D3hoops.com
conducts a pole voted on by 25 coaches, Sports
Information Directors, and media members from across
the country. The Loggers received seven points in the pole
last week, good enough to be ranked 40th. This is the first
time UPS men's basketball has gotten any national recognition since joining Division HI sports.
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EN FUEGO—Nobody has been able to stop Mario
Mendoza and the Loggers this season. On Nov. 22 the
Falcons of Wisconson-Riverfalls tried in vain, coming out on
the short end of a 104-102 score. UPS is 3-0 going into this
weekend.
UPS is getting recognition because of their offense,
which focuses on penetration and finding open shooters.
The Loggers boast a deep team that contains eight players
that score at least eight points a game. Nearly every player on the team can shoot the ball and it shows: the Loggers
are shooting 30 three-point shots a game and are converting on 41 percent of them. This has helped UPS average
110 points a game as they have topped the century mark in
all four games they have played. This is particularly
encouraging since the other eight teams in the Northwest
Conference are averaging 72 points a game. The Loggers'
high-pressure defense has also been outstanding. UPS
leads the NWC in steals (14 per game), rebounding (44 per
game) and forced turnovers (28.7 per game).
"Our style of play is very difficult to play against."
Bridgeland said after the game against UWRF.
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Sports Writer Phil Hawkins wishes his success rate with the
ladies was as good as the Loggers' three-point percentage.
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